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Travis Mewhirter, the exceptional tennis player, who defied all odds and rose to
the pinnacle of success, has a story that needs to be heard. In the captivating
book, "We Were Kings," the author masterfully portrays the triumphs, struggles,
and relentless drive of Travis Mewhirter on and off the tennis court.

Embarking on an Extraordinary Tennis Journey

Travis Mewhirter's journey began like any other aspiring athlete. Hailing from
humble beginnings, he showed early promise and immense talent. However,
what sets him apart from other athletes is his unwavering determination to
conquer any obstacle that came his way.
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The book, "We Were Kings," delves deep into the early years of Travis
Mewhirter's tennis career, from his first intense training sessions to his debut on
the professional circuit. It captures the painstaking dedication he displayed in
honing his skills and his continuous quest for improvement.

The Trials and Tribulations
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Travis Mewhirter's path to success was not without its fair share of challenges
and setbacks. The book candidly explores the various obstacles he faced along
the way, from injuries that threatened to derail his dreams to the mental pressures
of competing at the highest level.

Despite facing adversity, Travis Mewhirter's resilience and unwavering spirit shine
through. "We Were Kings" takes readers on an emotional rollercoaster as they
witness his determination to bounce back stronger after every setback, refusing
to let anything hold him back.

A Glimpse into the Competitive World of Tennis

"We Were Kings" offers an insightful perspective into the competitive realm of
professional tennis. Through vivid descriptions and captivating storytelling,
readers are transported onto the court, experiencing the intensity and pressure of
each match alongside Travis Mewhirter.

From nail-biting tiebreakers to heart-stopping championship battles, the book
highlights the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat. It sheds light on the
sacrifices and unwavering commitment necessary to succeed in a highly
competitive sport like tennis.

Life Beyond the Tennis Court

While "We Were Kings" primarily focuses on Travis Mewhirter's tennis journey, it
also delves into the personal side of his life. Readers get a closer look at the
relationships, friendships, and sacrifices he made along the way.

The book explores the effect of Travis Mewhirter's tennis career on his personal
life, delving into the challenges faced by athletes as they strive for greatness. It



highlights the importance of a support system and the sacrifices required to
pursue one's dreams wholeheartedly.

An Inspiring Tale of Perseverance and Triumph

"We Were Kings" is more than just a tennis memoir. It is a testament to the
human spirit and the incredible strength that lies within all of us. Through the
struggles and successes of Travis Mewhirter, readers are reminded that with
determination and perseverance, anything is possible.

Travis Mewhirter's story is a source of inspiration not only for aspiring athletes but
for anyone facing hurdles in their own lives. Through his unbreakable spirit and
relentless pursuit of greatness, he encourages readers to chase their dreams
fearlessly, defying all odds.

Don't Miss Out on the Incredible Journey of Travis Mewhirter!

To witness the extraordinary journey of Travis Mewhirter, grab a copy of "We
Were Kings" today. Immerse yourself in this captivating memoir that combines
passion, determination, and the sheer joy of the sport. Discover the untold story
of a tennis player who truly reigned as a king!
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We see them every four years, these sun-kissed, muscle-bound athletes,
shirtless or bikini-clad. How glamorous it must be, to live the life of a professional
beach volleyball player, for your office to reside west of the Pacific Coast
Highway. Kings of the Beach, they were called once, these professional beach
volleyball players. And indeed, they lived up to the name – sponsors!
Endorsements! Commercials! Millions in prize money. Icons to a rebel culture.
Yet when the Summer Olympics come to a close, beach volleyball disappears
from the public eye, and what the rest of the world fails to see once again
becomes reality: It is a remarkable struggle, a wondrous grind, to live the life of a
professional beach volleyball player. It is cramming six to a one-bedroom
apartment, of sleeping under piers before tournaments, of stealing sandwiches
from the players tent to save an extra buck. It is the pressure of winning a
tournament just to make rent or, for that matter, just to afford the next meal. It is
flying to a tournament in Shanghai, not knowing if you’ll be able to feed your wife
and newborn when you return, all in the hopes of keeping the beach dream alive.
Featuring interviews and arresting accounts of more than 100 beach volleyball
players, award-winning writer and professional beach volleyball player Travis
Mewhirter tells the stories, for the first time, of the modern player, lifting the
curtain for the inside story of life as a professional beach volleyball player, and
the pursuit of being a King of the Beach once more.
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